Characterizations are given for local and global best rational approximations to a real function. The characterizations are specialized to reciprocals of polynomials, where they are used to settle some conjectures and questions.
Introduction
Let / be a continuous real valued function defined on a real interval. Let r be a real valued rational function in Rf . If r is a local best approximation to / from Rf , it is a global best approximation. If the same r is also a local best approximation to / from the complex rational functions Rf (C), it is not known if r must be a global best approximation from Rf(C). To state known results let crit(/-r) = {x:|(/-r)(*)| = ||/-r||}> *crit = {f -P e pm > Í e Pn > and {*=«(*) = °l n crit(/-r) = 0} , and fc = cf+(l-c)r,
ceR.
An oscillation of length k is an increasing subset {*.■},._, of crit(/-r) for which (/-r)(Xj) = -(/-r)(xj+x). With these definitions we outline the framework relevant to this paper: From the classical theory, r = | is a best approximation to / from Rf if and only if there is an oscillation of length max{m+deg<7-i-«-f-deg/?}-l-2 [Cheney, 1966] . If there is an oscillation of length m + n + 2, then for all sufficiently small c > 0, r is a best approximation to f from R™(C) [Wulbert, 1980] . If there is an oscillation of length m+2«+2, then r is a best approximation to / from DIR™ (C), and consequently is the unique best approximation to fc for all c [Wulbert, 1978] . A local best approximation to fc, for all positive c, is a best approximation to / from SK/?™(C) [Wulbert, 1988] . A local best approximation to / from Rf(C), is a best approximation on crit(/ -r) to f from Pcrit. This fact was known to A. Ruttan [Ruttan, 1985] . We will also include a short proof below [ Lemma 4] .
Suppose card(crit(/ -r)) = m + n + 2. If r is a best approximation on crit(/ -r) to f from Pcrit then r is a global best approximation to / from Rn (C). In particular in this setting if r is a local best approximation, then r is a global best approximation [Ruttan, 1985] .
With the potential application of his result to the local-global approximation problem above, Ruttan stated the following conjectures: for a real valued rational function r
[i] r is a best approximation (local or global) to / from Rf(C) if and only if r is a best approximation to / from Pcrit, on crit(/ -r).
[ii] If r is a best approximation to / from Rf(C) then f -r has an oscillation of length m + n + 2 on which r is the best approximation to /.
The results also suggest the following questions:
[iii] If f -r has an oscillation of length m + n + 2 but not one of length m + 2n + 2 , then there is a c* > 0 such that r is a best approximation to fc for c < c* but it is not a best approximation for c* < c. Is there a characterization of such a c* ?
[iv] If r is a best approximation from Pcrit to fc for all c > 0 is r a best approximation to / from Rf(C)l
[v] Is Ruttan's result true if the condition on the cardinality of the critical point set is reduced to assuming that the maximal length of an oscillation is m + n + 2?
This work presents a characterization of best (and local best) approximations. The characterization is specialized to the case m = 0 (reciprocals of polynomials) to show that conjectures [i] and [ii] are false, that the answer to questions [iv] and [v] are no, and to give bounds to the c* of [iii] .
Notation and definitions
The real and complex numbers are represented with R and C respectively.
All functions are defined on subsets of the real numbers and are normed with the supremum norm. The polynomials (resp., with complex coefficients) of degree less than or equal to n are written Pn (resp., P"(C)). The polynomials that are positive on an interval domain are written Pn . Also put < = {f^pm,*Gp;}.
We assume that if | G Rf , then p and q have no common factors. We define Rf(C) analogously. For a function / crit(/) = {x: \f(x)\ = 11/11} and Z(f) = {x: f(x) = 0}
are called the critical point set and the zero set of f. For a subset of functions S, dist(f,S) = inf{\\f-s\\:seS}.
A member 5 in 5 is a best approximation to f if ||/-i|| = dist(/,5).
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If there is a neighborhood U of s such that s is a (unique, resp.) best approximation to / from U n S, then s is a (strict, resp.) local best approximation to f from S. If r is a strict local best approximation to fc for 0 < c < 1 then r is a waning local best radiating term for f. The expression will often be abbreviated to waning local best approximation or by using first letters. The real and imaginary parts of a function / are abbreviated SH/ and 3/, and are defined in the <RS = {ms:seS}.
The term an oscillation of length k and the symbol Pcrit introduction.
General characterizations
Let | be the best approximation to a continuous real function / from Rf . In this section we give characterizations for | being a local best approximation from R™(C), a global best approximation from R™(C), or a best approximation from PvcrU . The results will be specialized later, and used throughout the paper. Hence assuming this term is not equal to 0, we divide by it to obtain 
Again the argument is reversible, also the only inequality in the proof occurs in the initial use of equation (1.1). ü
We remind the reader that the definition of waning local best radiating term for f (abbreviated to wlbrt or to waning local best approximations) is given in the notation section.
Lemma 2 (local characterization). | is not a waning local best approximation to f if and only if there exist u,sePm and v,t e Pn for which 2(f--) Pl^3 -P() + P^u -pv^ > (pt -qs)2^ (2f -j)
on crit(/-f).
Proof. Suppose that the inequality holds. Then for points in crit(/-|) and for sufficiently small X :
An application of the general characterization of Proposition 1 shows that p -X u + iXs q -X2v + iXt is a better approximation to / than |.
To prove the necessity of the inequality, we use Lemma 7 and Lemma 9 with the word "strict" corrected to "waning" from [Wulbert, Illinois J. Math., 1980]. If | is not a local best approximation to / there must be y e Pn, ô e Pm, and k e Pm+n such that
Since p and q are relatively prime we can choose the polynomials s, t, u, and v so that s = ô , t = y , and qu -pv = k -st. Continuing the inequalities,
The corresponding statements with the inequality " > " are also equivalent.
Proof. This is a corollary to Proposition 1 obtained by putting u = a, v = b, s = 0, and t = 0. d
The corresponding implication with the inequality " > " is also true.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 1 by putting u = p, v = q, s = Xa, t = Xb, and comparing the result with the statement of Proposition 3 above. When a characterizations of the last section are specialized to approximations from Rn , the equations simplify, and the comparisons between the types of approximation become more compelling. Proposition 7. On crit(/ -¿), | is respectively not: (7.1) a best approximation to f from Rn(C), (7.2) a unique best approximation to f from R"(C), (7.3) a waning local best approximation to f from Rn(C), (7.4) a best approximation to f from Rcrit, (7.5) a unique best approximation to f from Pcrit ; if and only if there are nonzero v and t in Pn such that (7.1') ( 7.2' ) ( 7.3' ) Conversely if equation (7.3) is satisfied we select s and ô so that ô -qs = t. Then choose u and y so that qu -y = v -s(qs -ô). D
Transition approximations
If r is a best approximation to a continuous real /, from Rf , but not from SK/c™(C) then there is a positive c* such that c < c* implies that r is the unique best approximation to fc = cf + (I -c)r, from R™(C) and for c> c* it is not. There is also such a number for local best approximations.
Illustrations. Let r(x) = x be in Rx and let / be a continuous real function such that
Also let crit(/-r) = {-2 ,-1,1,2}. Then the c* discussed above is equal to 1.
For a second setting in R, let the rational function be |, the critical point set be {1,3,6}, and the continuous function take the values {2,2, -\} there. Again the transition number is 1. In both settings when c* > 1, r is not the unique best approximation to / on the critical point set from Pcril. In the first setting | becomes a best approximation, as does ¿-in the second.
In this section we give some estimates of c* and some properties of transition approximations (defined below). We start by considering approximations that maximize the left side of the inequalities of the characterization theorems.
Definition. For a,k e C(X), and h e M c C(X), we will say that a has h as a (local) furthest point from M with respect to k if
This is not a standard use of the term furthest point. The term has been used for the function that maximizes the maximum absolute values on X. The expression here maximizes the minimum values on X.
Lemma 8. Let F map a Banach space, B, into C(X), and let y and k be in C(X). If F is differentiable at x, and F(x) is a local furthest point to y from F(B), with respect to k; then 0 is a furthest point to y-F(x) from F'(x)(B), with respect to k . 
Replacing y and F with ky and kF, shows that the case for the weighted furthest point follows from the proven case with weight = 1. D Comment. We defined furthest point without using absolute values. So multiplying everything by -1 we obtain a corresponding theorem using max instead of min in the definition of furthest point. Had we used absolute values in the definition we could prove the result by replacing the square brackets in the above argument with absolute values. However the statement for using maximums of absolute values is different. The corresponding statement says that 0 is a best approximation to y -F(x) from F(x)(B). Proof. The verification consists of computing the partial derivatives, using the partials to compose the derivative, taking the real part, and collecting terms in an appropriate way. We only will list the partials. The right side of (ii) is greater than zero unless v/(v + t ) = l/q. We will 2 2 show that this cannot happen. Since v/(v + t ) is a furthest point it follows from the definition of furthest point and Proposition 7 that if at a critical point vl(v +t ) = l/q , then l/q is the best approximation to /. In fact it must be the best approximation to Xf + (I -A)| for all X > 0. This however implies that i is the unique best approximation to / from 9\R°n [Wulbert, 1988] . In this case the furthest point is obtained only when v = q and t = 0. For if any other function were a furthest point, on crit(/-r), it would be zero or have the same sign as f(x) --K . Thus contradicting the unique best approximation property of -rW . But in (ii) we assumed a critical point not in Z(t) so t ^ 0. Hence the right side of (ii) is greater than zero, and we can find a X satisfying (i) and (ii) above. In the above derivative of H put z = t-X, and y = | -1>. chosen so that sgnu; = sgn(/-£) at the critical points where also q = v , then for small X, q-v +Xw would be a nonzero polynomial which both has degree n , and has n sign changes. But if q = v , then since 0 < 2fc -£ , we also have from equation (14.1) that t = v. Proving [2] is similar to the above proof. In this setting 2fc-^ is nonnegative instead of positive. However the existence of a better approximation implies that equation (14.1) can be satisfied with a strict inequality replacing the weak inequality there (Proposition 7). Now the same contradiction occurs as in the proof of [1] .
To prove the last assertion we wish to find v and t in Pn so that ff,-fpi-»)>-{v<-f)A), on crit(/-|) (Proposition 7). Similar to the above argument, the conditions of this assertion imply that 2(fc --) is negative on crit-. So we can satisfy the above inequality if we replace t with Xt for sufficiently large X. a Proposition 15. Let k be a constant function. If card[crit(/ -k)] < 2n + I then k is a local best approximation to f if and only if k is a global best approximation.
Proof. Suppose that k is not the best approximation to /. From Proposition 7, there are v and t in Pn such that 2</-*>(^-*)^!.
We will show that the set crit+ of Proposition 14 has card(crit+) < n . Now
v -k(v +1 ) changes sign with / -k . But v -k(v +t) has at most 2n + 1 sign changes, and is negative for all real numbers of sufficiently large absolute value. Therefore it can have at most n points in the set crit+ . Since obviously for a constant q , maxcrit_ ± = mincrit_ | the results follows from Proposition 14, [2] and [3] . n Proposition 16. If (i) q has a real zero (e.g., if the degree of q is odd), and (ii) / ~ \ admits a maximal oscillation of length 2« + 1 for which n + 1 of the critical points are in the set crit+ , then for all c > 0, fc has ^ as a unique best approximation.
Proof. fc has ^ as a unique best approximation for all c > 0 if and only if / has £ as a best approximation from the real parts of R°n [Wulbert, 1988] .
Hence suppose that v/(v +t ) is a better approximation to / than is -. Then 2 2 We then have that qv -v -t oscillates sign on the critical points and has positive sign at the first and last of these. Now qv -v2 -t2 has 2« zeros dictated by the sign changes on the critical points. The zero of q off the domain of approximation forces one more zero. This shows that qv = v2 + t2. This is a contradiction. D
Example 17. The conclusion of part [1] of Proposition 14 is not true if, in the hypothesis, the inequality " < " is replaced with < .
To see this let q = \(x2+l), crit(/-I) = {-l,0,l,2}, and at these critical points respectively put / = 1, 5,1, |. Define v = q, and t = x(x -2). Either by applying Proposition 7, or by direct computation, we conclude that l/(v + t ) is as good an approximation to / as ± . □ Example 18. The conclusion in part [3] of Proposition 14 is not true if the inequality " > " is replaced with > in the hypothesis.
Letting q and / be as defined in the last example, the weak inequality conditions are satisfied with c = 1 . However part [2] of the proposition gives that i is a best approximation to /. a Example 19. Proposition 16 is not true if q has no real zeros.
The construction of Example 20 will verify this statement. □
Local approximations and approximation from Pcrit
In this section we present counterexamples to the conjectures and some of the questions listed in the introduction.
Example 20. There is a continuous function / and a polynomial q of degree 2 such that ^ is not a local best approximation to / from R2(C), but / = Xf+(l-X)jj has ± as a best approximation from Pcril on crit(/-^) for all A>0.
Construction. Put l__ 1 q ~ 3x2 + 5.75'
We will construct / so that the critical point set of the error function is xx = 0, x2 = .1 , x3 = 1.9, x4 = 2.1 , x, = 5 . We will need to show that there is no polynomial ß of degree 2 such that (1) sgn(i-i)(x;) = (-l)7, 7 = 0,1,2,3,4.
The verification has three cases. First no ß that is positive on the critical point set can satisfy ( 1 ) above. In that case q -ß would have to switch sign 4 times, which, of course, cannot be done by a second degree polynomial. Since ß must be positive at xQ,x2, and x4 the other two cases are for ß obtaining a nonpositive minimum between x0 and x2, and for ß obtaining a nonpositive minimum between x2 and x4 . The latter case is easily dismissed. Since such a ß would necessarily: (1) be decreasing on (-00,x2), (2) be less than q at x0, and (3) be greater that q at x, . For the remaining case we look at the derivative of q -ß . Looking at its sign at x2, x3, and x4 ; the derivative of q -ß has a zero between x2, and x4 . Also since this derivative is a linear function it is negative to the left of this one zero (a minimum for q -ß ), and in particular at x0. However the derivative of q is zero at x0 . Also since ß has a nonpositive minimum between x0 and x2 it has a negative derivative at x0. Since these facts are not compatible, this third case is also unobtainable, and no ß satisfies the equation above.
Now we construct /. For 7'= 0,1,2,3,4. Define
From Proposition 7, f has £ as a best approximation from Pcrit. We will present second degree polynomials v and / such that V q) it2 q\ q2
Then Proposition 7 shows that ^ is not a local best approximation to / from R2(C). From our choice of / we need only find v and / such that 1 -1000' Put v = (x -3)(x -2), and t = (x -2)(x + \). So we simply verify that [v/t2 -l/q] has the following values at x0 through x4 respectively:
.2500, -.6643, 1.8188, -1.4060, .0087, and this completes the construction, o
For the example below, given a function / put fc = cf + ( 1 -c) 1.
Example 21. There is a function / with the following properties: [1] for all sufficiently small c > 0, fc has 1 as a best approximation from R°fC), [2] 1 is not a local best approximation to /, [3] 1 is a best approximation to / from Pcnt, [4] 1 is not a best approximation to f from Pcrit for all c, [5] 1 is a local best approximation to fc if and only if it is a global best approximation.
(-Dj It
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use From Proposition 7, 1 is not a local best approximation to fx+l for any X > e . The function / in the statement of the example will in fact be of the form fx } for some X > e . The argument above proves statement [1] . Since fx+l-1 has a maximal oscillation of length 3, statement [1] is satisfied [Wulbert, Illinois J. Math, 1980] . To establish line [3] we want to show that 1 is not a best approximation to fx+x for X slightly larger than e . That is, from Proposition 7 we need to show there does not exist a linear w such that -(1 +X)w > -Xw1 x x ±i;
(1 +X)w >(2 + X)w , x = ±yfe/(2 + e).
We may assume that w(l) > 0. For this setting, the optimal w will make the equation exact at 1, and w(-y/e/(2 + e)) = 0. That is, among all the linear functions positive at 1 and satisfying the above equations at both 1 and -\fe/(2 + e) such a w will give the lowest possible value at \fe/(2 + e). X e < «-< 4 + X 2 + e \2 + e'
For such e and X the characterizing equations cannot be satisfied, and 1 is the best approximation to fx+l from Pcrit. However for sufficiently large X, X > 4 + X V 2 + e' Hence 2 + X VV2 + e and so by slightly altering w at 1 and -J-fçz so that the characterizing equations are satisfied with a strict inequality " > " we have proven [4] as well as [3] . It remains to establish [5] that if 1 is a local best approximation to / = fk from Pi°(C) then it is a global best approximation. If 1 is not a global best approximation then from the characterization in Proposition 7 there are linear functions v and t such that on the critical points, 2(/-l)W>(2/-l)(i2 + (j2).
Since not both v and / can be zero, 2(/-l)T^1>(2/-l).
r + vl
Choose points xx and x2 such that -\lYTe Hnd \/2+7<X2<1-Now choose a linear T so that
